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2
 Under Scots Law, continuations can be used both for 
administrative reasons or and as purposeful deferrals 
of sentence to a specific future date. In the latter case, 
the offender can be required to be of good behaviour 
in the intervening period. A caution (pronounced ‘kay-
shun’) requires the accused to lodge a sum of money 
with the court for a fixed period. The sum is forfeit in 
the event of further offending. The linking of these 
disposals to supervision by a probation officer could 
presumably have been done simply by inserting 
appropriate additional conditions to the continuation 
or caution, thus having a similar effect to the probation 
orders introduced in the 1907 Act. The main 
difference might be that there would be no mechanism 
for dealing with breach of the conditions until the 
continuation or caution expired.      
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3
 Most recently, Part One of the Criminal Justice 
(Scotland) Act 2004 concerns itself with ‘Protection of 
the Public at Large’ and includes measures to establish 
a Risk Management Authority and an Order for 
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